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Abstract
One of the most challenging areas of urgency to reconstruct
lower extremity injuries are soft tissue injuries over the
Achillis tendon, where successful defect reconstruction
must provide coverage that allows gliding and a cushioning
that allows forces of ambulation. However thin enough to
permit wearing of normal footwear. A local or regional Flaps
combination of tendon substitutes with free muscular or
fasciocutaneous flaps and free cutaneous flaps with tendon
been described for the reconstruction have of complex
defects. However even microsurgical repairs are associated
with up to 20% range of complications requiring additional
operative interventions.

Five cases of moderate -major defects of the soft tissue
overlying the Achillis tendon are presented all of which
were ambulant patients with expectations of a normal life
who were referred to Kahramanmaras Sutcu Imam
University Hospital for surgical intervention.
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Introduction
One of the most challenging areas of urgency to reconstruct

lower extremity injuries are soft tissue injuries over the Achillis
tendon. Where successful defect reconstruction must provide
coverage that allows gliding and a cushioning that allows forces
of ambulation. However thin enough to permit wearing of
normal footwear [1].

Five cases of moderate-major defects of the soft tissue
overlying the Achillis tendon are presented all of which were
ambulant patients with expectations of a normal life who were
referred to Kahramanmaras Sutcu Imam University Hospital for
surgical intervention.

Case 1
An 18-year-old female patient’s ankle was casted by

orthopedics for partial rupture of the Achilles tendon as a result
of a motorcycle accident. Soft tissue necrosis occurred due to
the compression of the cast (Figure 1). Tissue biopsy culture was

negative for any colonization. After the debridement of necrotic
tissues of the patient who was referred to our clinic, she was
followed up with instillation NPWT. When adequate and healthy
granulation tissue has covered on the Achilles tendon, the
defect was closed with a full-thickness skin graft taken from the
inguinal region (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Soft tissue necrosis occurred due to the compression
of the cast.

Figure 2: The defect was closed with a full-thickness skin graft
taken from the inguinal region.

Case 2
A 10-year-old girl patient suffered a full Achilles tendon

rupture after falling from a bicycle was casted by orthopedics.
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The patient who developed tissue necrosis after the splint/cast
was referred to our clinic (Figure 3). Tissue biopsy culture
revealed Pseudomonas putida colonization and accordingly
antibiotic treatment has been initiated. After adequate
debridement of the necrotic tissue and appropriate wound care,
the Achilles tendon area was primarily repaired by orthopedics
and the tissue defect was closed with a reverse flow sural flap
(Figures 4 and 5). 6 months postoperatively debulking operation
was performed to allow the patient to be able to wear suitable
footwear with respect to her age.

Figure 3: The patient who developed tissue necrosis after the
splint/cast was referred to the clinic.

Figure 4: The antibiotic treatment of Pseudomonas putida
colonization.

Case 3
A 12-year-old girl with partial Achilles tendon rupture, 

calcaneal bone fracture and overlying so t tissue injury a ter a 
gunshot wound. Tissue biopsy culture revealed acinetobacter 
baumanni, accordingly antibiotic treatment has been initiated. 
A ter the orthopedic intervention (Figure 6), a ter su icient 
necrotic tissue debridement the tissue defect was repaired with 
a surgically delayed reverse low sural lap applied a ter referral 
of the patient to our clinic for so t tissue defect closure (Figure 
7).

Figure 6: Calcaneal bone fracture and overlying soft tissue
injury after a gunshot wound.

Figure 7: The tissue defect was repaired with a surgically
delayed reverse flow sural flap.

Case 4
A 40-year-old male patient with an isolated tissue defect on

the Achilles tendon after a gunshot injury (Figure 8). Tissue
biopsy culture was negative for any colonization. The wound was
followed up with NPWT and serial approximation sutures to
decrease wound tension. After appropriate wound preparation
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Figure 5: The tissue defect was closed with a reverse flow sural flap.
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required for skin grafting (14 days later), closure was achieved
with a full-thickness skin graft (Figure 9).

Figure 8: Tissue defect on the Achilles tendon after a gunshot
injury

Figure 9: The closure was achieved with a full-thickness skin
graft

Case 5
A 35-year-old male patient with tissue defect overlying the

Achilles tendon, posterior tibia and fibula fractures and
accompanying soft tissue necrosis after a gunshot injury. Tissue
biopsy culture revealed Citrobacter farmeri and Enterobacter
clocae colonization, accordingly antibiotic treatment has been
initiated. Soft tissue necroses were debrided (Figure 10). The
resulting defect was followed with NPWT and serial
approximation sutures to decrease wound tension. After
adequate wound preparation, tissue defect repair was
performed with a surgically delayed reverse flow sural flap.

Figure 10: The posterior tibia and fibula fractures and
accompanying soft tissue necrosis after a gunshot injury.

All patients were referred to physical therapy following tissue
defect repair.

Results and Discussion
Achilles tendon is both the largest and the strongest tendon in

the body, capable of transmitting forces of up to 12.5 times body
weight while running [2]. Achilles tendon injury is one of the
three most common tendon injuries with the highest incidence
in males in their third or fourth decades [3].

Pasterior heel soft tissue defects may occur as a result
trauma, post-operative, or as a result of microanjiopathy
secondary to peripheral vasculer disease, drug induced,
Diabetes mellitus, or other medical conditions [3,4].

The reconstructive aims include providing a length
maintaining durable tendon reconstruction which can withstand
mechanical end Shear forces allowing for powerful plantar
flexion and dosiflexion of the ankle joint [2,5]. Moreover,
providing vascularized soft tissue that will address a contour
defect, protect the underlying tendon reconstruction [1].
Nevertheless, providing durable skin coverage which is thin
enough to permit normal footwear.

For Achilles tendon and the overlying tissue defect
reconstruction many techniques have been advocated. Minor or
partial ruptures may be skin grafted following adequate
debridement hemostasis and a course of hyperbaric oxygen
therapy or NPWT which stabilizes the wound environment,
decreases wound oedema/bacterial load, improves tissue
perfusion and stimulate granulation tissue and angiogenesis [6].
The gold standard treatment for moderate to large defects is the
anteriolateral thigh flap with vascularized fascia lata [7]. A Local
or regional flaps combination of tendon substitutes with free
muscular or fasciocutaneous flaps and free cutaneous flaps with
tendon been described for the reconstruction have of complex
defects. However even microsurgical repairs are associated with
up to 20% range of complications requiring additional operative
interventions [8-10].
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Conclusion
Coexisting Achilles tendon and overlying soft tissue defect is

of great surgical challenge. To evaluate the optimal algorithm for
reconstruction of composite soft tissue and Achilles tendon
defects further research is needed while taking into
consideration donor site scaring, and the need for secondary
flap contouring and fat debulking procedures, resulting in the
prolongation of the rehabilitation process and hence
ambulation.
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